
The Journeyman Balladeer puTs us in  
The Back seaT for his 14-day aTTempT To  
fly 2300 miles To norway and Back

Last year I reported on touring in Italy. the princi-
ple established was Head for the sun, and now it was 
time to do the same thing but in the opposite direc-
tion – scandinavia can have idyllic summers, with 
arctic highs providing light winds and dawn to dusk 
sunshine for weeks. 

Usually. 
But 2012 has not been a usual year, meteorologi-

cally speaking, and this was the toughest trip to date, 
even if it was 1200 miles shorter than sicily.

day 1: 180 miles 
dunkeswell To headcorn  uk (TenT)  
in one leg
as ever, big welcome and much help from Headcorn, 
the best place for ins and outs, not least because they 
clock your passport going out and sign you off on 
return, without the bother of an advance GaR for the 
Flying Plod.

as the world settles in front of their tVs for the 
Olympic Opening Ceremony, your correspondent 
zips self into sleeping bag for an early start tomorrow, 
and perhaps 370 miles to the Dutch Friesian Islands.

day 2: 173 miles To 
midden-Zeeland nl (TenT) in one leg
Route via Cap Gris Nez and overhead st Omer, then 
over famous First World War territory, including 
Ypres. transponder yields dividends, with no need 
for regular position reporting.

at 1430, and with thunder showers forming ahead 
of me, decide to fold for the day. Helpful tower in-
troduces me to hangar owner Richard van as, who 
allows me to stay on site overnight. Dutch airfields 
do not usually allow camping, but M-Z, texel and 
ameland have nearby campsites. 

Mussels and white beer in the very good airport 
restaurant, with local flyers. 

day 3: 346 miles To  
sT michaelisdonn de (B&B) in four legs
the first objective, flying the Dutch and German Frie-
sian Islands, is now only 150 miles away. amsterdam 
Control, when informed that I would not be able to 
maintain VFR because of heavy rain ahead, set up the 
divert with Lelystad, and my approach was facilitated 
with minimum talk and time… and no landing fee. 

In clear skies, reach the coastal island of ameland 
after lunch. But I eat very little when touring, so a 
two-week tour comes with the extra benefit of losing 
a stone. 

norway? 
no way!

Facing page
The 15 Friesian 
islands form a 160-
mile beach

This page Parked 
up at Egeskov on 
Fynn: Danish sunset 
among larks and 
waving wheat; 
and Kerteminde in 
Denmark takes field 
total to 290
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Friesian Islands, 
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Blue-skied, white-beached bliss, and now far 
enough from home to be an item of novelty and cu-
riosity. 

Head east, over the German border to Borkum Is-
land. Bliss deflated on landing by apologetic control-
ler who advises that local bylaw (unstated in Jeppe-
sen) has banned flexwings from the six islands that 
run along the north German coast. 

saying auf wiedersehn to two nights of beach-side 
camping, I press on east into a lovely evening. Cross 
the Kiel Canal, and 2000 sees me settled in a 15€ 
B&B, only 100m from my aircraft, and dining in the 
airfield restaurant. 

st Michaelisdonn; the place that put the Wilco 
into Wilcommen. 

day 4: 137 miles To 
egeskov dk (TenT) in four legs
start the cycle of “Do a crossword – check the rainfall 
radar with controller – make a decision”. It will go 
through many repetitions for the next nine days. and 
so, with only one divert, out of Germany (Heide Bu-
sum to tonder) and onto Fynn Island in the middle 
of Denmark. 

these provincial airfield controllers have a quiet 
life, and they are very pleased to help. as Brian Mil-
ton notes, assistance increases in direct relation to 

how far you are away from home, and how tiny your 
aircraft is.

Blissful summer evening camping on the egeskov 
strip, with only larks and a limp windsock for com-
pany as the sun sets. 

day 5: 128 miles To 
frederikssund dk (B&B); Touring day
Hot sun but heavy showers. a dinner date with a 
long-standing customer that evening allowed ample 
time to bag seven new fields, to bring my total to 294 
(wonder if fuel could be a business expense?)

at Frederikssund syd, farmer Cnut thyssen gives 
me an attic room for 10€ (would have been more for 
clean sheets) and a run to the gas station. 

day 6: 233 miles To 
fJellBacka sw (cluB) in four legs
Cracking day, up the coast and inland to avoid 
Gothen berg, over woods and lakes with just enough 
small farmsteads to present options, then at last into 
Fjellbakka, 60 miles short of Norway, just as the sky 
starts coagulating into drizzle. 

an earlier call to the club owner had received an 
invite to use the club house…

day 7: 54 miles To 
rakkesTad no (cluB) in Two legs
…and a bike to ride the 5km into the lovely harbour 
village of Fjellbakka for breakfast and some light pro-
visions. 

all loaded for the 27 miles to stromstad, but the 
battery is too low to turn the prop.  saved by the loan 
of a charger from the guy who turns up to cut the 
grass. Make note to avoid running GPs, radio and 
trig 21 simultaneously for extended periods. 

after a 5h wait at stromstad, a dash to Rakkestad 
with a 30mph tailwind gets me into Norway. Wahey! 
that night, comfy in the clubhouse, I read that the 
weather to north and west, towards the fjords, is fore-
casting 30+mph on the ground; but only if I can get 
through the belt of cloud and rain lying over the Oslo 
Fjord. 

day 8: 135 miles To 
falkenBerg sw (cluB) in one leg
Give it most of the day to see how the weather is 
shaping up further into Norway, then, anticipating 
headwinds all the way home, blow the half-time 
whistle on the trip. 

the reward is a slow but clear and stable trip 
down the coast towards Denmark. It ends with yet 

flighT plans 
This frequent mental barrier to flying overseas 
is now considerably easier than it was even five 
years ago. Points of entry have increased, and 
bureaucracy decreased. Between Germany 
and Denmark there is a set of border fields 
than do not require a flight plan. It’s out with 
the faxable forms and in with the phone filing.

The near perfect Swedish system has a 
call centre that answers in two rings, staff 
who have captured the core details from 
your previous flight plan, who know what 
they need and who lead the pilot through 
the options. The key pre-calculation is border 
crossing times. It takes under 60s, and you can 
go in 20min. 

Flights out and back between UK and 
Netherlands had three border crossings. 
Handover between ATC was seamless. I just 
signed on with: “This is G-GEMX – on a flight 
plan to X – squawking 7000.” The response 
was: “Squawk NNNN – QNH is Y – report Z.” 
Seeing my squawk, they advised when and 
who to switch to. 

Caution: Flights between Sweden and 
Norway need 4h lead time, for customs pre-
positioning (if so judged by them – it wasn’t). 

Facing page
Angelholm, Sweden: 
If this has to be your 
entry point, then be 
up to the standard 
required

This page Fjellbakka, 
Sweden – touring 
doesn’t get any 
prettier

Backdrop Crossing 
the border into 
Norway, late on day 7
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another warm welcome, and offer of accommodation, 
at Falkenberg. Brakes fail on landing, and even after 
300ml of brake fluid, they stay failed. the answer? 
Land short, taxi slow, and keep right hand on the 
mags.

day 9: 280 miles To 
sT michaelisdonn de (B&B) in four legs
Lovely 40-mile crossing to anholt Island, which ap-
pears like a giant manta ray. Warm sun and lunch on 
this lovely island, a sort of Danish scillies. 

Press on to samso. Owner/instructor Rune Balle 
waves me in with bats and a big smile, and makes 
some tea, it being 4pm and me an englishman. 

the most humorous airfield in the world, with two 
small buildings clearly marked as terminal 1 and 2. 

By early evening, after a fuel and headwind calcu-
lation, I am on the ground and heading for a comfy 
bed and shower at st Michaelisdonn, 60 miles into 
Germany. the owners, Walter and susana Giesler, 
take me to a barbecue on the banks of the elbe. Brat-
wurst mit semf. Memories of service in BaOR in 1980-
82. 

I watch the brightly lit cruise ships passing on 
their way to and from Hamburg while discussing 
German infantry tactics and the Battle of stalingrad 
with Walter. 

dealing wiTh The weaTher
I was taken to task by an MF reader, who misunderstood my 
article on Adventuring (MF May 2012) to be recommending 
that a touring pilot needed to be able to fly in any weather. 

The offending statement seems to be: “Once you are en 
route you have to deal with what you get.”

To be more explicit, and remove any false impression: my 
touring advice was that one needs to be able to anticipate 
and react to the weather situation, not that one bashes 
blindly on. 

This is not so easy if one has not deliberately explored 
these situations: for example sampling, at a safe height, 
what it is like to be on the edge of falling rain on a local 
flight, or being able land when a 15kt wind is not straight 
down the runway. 

On this tour I never flew outside VFR conditions. I had 
prepared diverts (with the latest Jeppeson VFR guide 
pages to hand) along the route, and had to use them on 
seven occasions. Safe progress is a matter of carpeing the 
good bits of any diem, matching your route plan to the 
conditions, and anticipating well in advance when to quit. 

On the final 60-mile jump into Norway I was packed and 
ready, watching the rain radar for some 8h so as to spot 
and seize the two gaps for the two 27-mile sprints to my 
objective. 

day 10: 117 miles To 
groningen-oosTwold nl  
(B&B) in Two legs
the refuel is 62 litres. What? It’s only a 65-litre tank, 
so I’d got in with about 15min of flying time remain-
ing. 

I do a personal Board of Inquiry. It was the three 
or four 10-mile weaves round rain wot dunnit. extra 
speed to keep dry and VFR have confused my calcu-
lations. Definite drop in pilot quality on this occa-
sion. Not helped by the fuel gauge reading half full 
(I am an optimist) even though I knew it was lying.

Off at 1300 and, after inspecting the Kiel Canal 
and Bremerhaven, do the 90 miles to the Dutch bor-
der at Leer-Pappenberg. talking to other pilots, and 
once again consulting the rainfall radar, decide on 
an ambitious attempt to fly the length of the Nether-
lands, but 30min into it, Groningen Control advises 
me that the rain working towards me has developed 
embedded thunderstorms. No thanks! 

they set up a divert into Groningen-Oostwald just 
ahead of the entire sky solidifying into a black mass 
and throwing it down. 

Day abandoned, receive help to find a B&B and 
given hangar protection. as the doors roll back, a 
stunning P51 Mustang appears. Feel both humble 
and heroic.

day 11: 220 miles To 
midden-Zeeland nl (TenT) in Three legs
another attempt to reach the Belgian border in one, 
but it turns out to be a long slow day of 220 miles in 
6h flying, plus two rain-prompted diverts and much 
dodging and weaving to maintain VFR. 

the close and slow inspection of the Dutch at 
work and play (canals, barges, dykes, farmers, camp-
ers, traffic jams, churches, windmills – that sort of 
thing) proves interesting and helps time pass. Final 
40 mile leg averages 36mph. entertained by local fly-
ers at a barbecue, and Richard van as acts as over-
night “sponsor”. 

day 12: 211 miles To 
swanBorough lakes uk (friend)  
in Two legs
sympathetic day for the 180 miles to Headcorn, with 
high cloud and good viz. 

London Info gets me clearance to enter atlas south 
without a transponder. Yes, once more I snapped off 
the antenna. 

In the Headcorn office, they politely suggest that 
since I look tired and there’s weather incoming, I 
might like to call it a day, which means a simple hop 
down to sussex to stay with a friend. 

Facing page
An island off the 
south-west coast of 
Sweden

This page Noble 
company: proud to 
share the hangar at 
Groningen-Oostwald 
with a P51 Mustang

Backdrop Time 
to view the Dutch 
landscape: low-level 
plodding south-west 
against headwinds
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legal compliance and  
faulTless execuTion
Planning included pre-submitting paperwork and getting letters 
of authorization from four countries. The Danish CAA inspector 
waiting for sunny weekend visitors to Anholt island was therefore 
fully satisfied. He also bagged a Danish pilot not carrying his 
papers. The aircraft was impounded and the pilot had to get the 
tourist shuttle back to Copenhagen for £225 return.

This is the practical issue. Most controllers in a tower 1000 miles 
from Albion’s shores, on hearing: “This is G-GEMX, squawking 
7000” do not expect a flexwing microlight, and the type “Pegasus 
GT450” stated in a preceding telephone call is not recognized. 

You are pukka, but to them a flexwing means the worst kind 
of amateur pilot. But the JB has practised, for example doing 
self-training into airports like Bristol. Called the tower, explained 
what I wanted to practise, took the brief and executed the arrival 
exactly as required. Such an exercise is worth the £33 landing fee. 

Taken to task by the same MF reader (see “Dealing with the 
Weather”, p24) – but pleased to assist as he raises his profile when 
standing for BMAA election – the advice (with all effort to amuse 
the reader removed) is to be legally compliant and be able to 
engage with commercial airports at their own professional level 
when you need or so choose. 

day 13: 146 miles To 
dunkeswell uk in one leg 
Join the circuit at the Home of the Brave with “Micro-
light G-Mx, inbound from Norway” and get two ac-
knowledgments, one of which includes the word “he-
roic”. One day there will be brass bands and bunting. 

so that’s another 2350 miles, 43.2h, three new 
countries, and 27 new fields under the wing. 

this tour was very different to the 2011 trip to 
sicily. there the tent was too hot after 7am, the en-
gine on start-up was 30˚C, and it was all shorts and 
sunglasses. this year, much learning done on reading 
the weather, using available windows and diverts to 
maintain 100% VFR, and working with atC (espe-
cially asking for en route sigMet). More powers un-
folded.  

so JusT who is The  
Journeyman Balladeer?
The JB is the flying persona of Andy Oliver. 
The avatar represents the duality of flying. The 
Journeyman is the apprentice pilot, who studies 
the technical side and ensures professionalism and 
safety at all times. The Balladeer is a romantic, who 
wanders the world seeking the meaning of life and 
the thrill of the wide blue yonder. 

Together, since 2001, they have clocked up just 
over 1000h, landed and got out at 315 airfields (of 
which 141 have been in 10 countries outside the 
UK), and shared one Quantum 15 and two GT450s. A 
polite veil is drawn over the C42 period.

Full of inquiry, eclectic of intellect and humanist 
in spirit, their motto is: “Life has no meaning other 
than the meaning a man gives it by the unfolding of 
his powers” (Erich Fromm). They write to entertain, 
and to encourage others to step out. 

So be inspired, in an easily achievable sort of way, 
at www.thejourneymanballadeer.com.

The JB – really having fun. Really

Facing page
At Samso with Cnut Thyssen; and journey’s 
end – a rather tired pilot with his swag, but 
a stone lighter

Backdrop Overhead join at Uddevalla-
Backamo, eastern Sweden
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